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ABSTRACT

In the era of globalization of market, investment and economic integration, information technology advance can be spread over around the country with the potential to enhance the agricultural productivity, incomes and the quality of life of Indian farmers. Mass media plays an important role in disseminating modern agricultural technology to farmers. Present study was conducted in Sawai Madhopur District of Rajasthan State by randomly selecting 140 farmers from seven different Tehsils. The data were collected with the help of pretested structured interview schedule.

Findings indicated that Television (80.71 Per cent farmers) was the most preferred mass media for getting information about modern agricultural technologies followed by Radio (67.85 Per cent farmers) and Newspaper (55.00 Per cent farmers). Similarly, regarding adoption of various agricultural technologies Television was the most preferred medium (mean percentage 45.47), followed by Radio (mean percentage 26.16) and then Newspaper (mean percentage 12.73). So it is inferred from the study that Television ranked first followed by Radio and Newspaper both in terms of information dissemination and its adoption by the farmers of Sawai Madhopur district of Rajasthan.

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture is the backbone of Indian economy & production need to be sustained keeping in view the needs for providing food security to each individual but at the same time there is a need to create an awareness on the problems arising due to faulty agricultural practices, related consequences & to suggest means to reduce the stress on environment. Mass media plays an important role in transferring modern agricultural technologies. They are effective in creating awareness among farmers & also improve their learning efficiency. The development of more & more crop production technologies creates a sense of urgency & dynamism towards disseminating these exploded technologies from the research system to the user system i.e. farmers through mass media.

Availability of the information sources & the extent of utilization of these different sources by the farmers are the areas that need proper study & analysis. Hence, the present study was undertaken with the following specific objectives:-

1. To know the different mass media sources used by farmers as a source of information regarding modern agricultural technologies.
2. To measure the adoption of modern agricultural technologies by farmers disseminated through mass media.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present study was conducted in Sawai Madhopur district of Rajasthan, by randomly selecting 140 farmers from seven different Tehsils of the district. An exploratory research design was used & the data were collected with the help of pretested structured interview schedule specially designed for the study by personal interview method. The schedule was also checked by experts & their comments were included.

In present study three sources of mass media were selected Newspaper, Radio & Television. They...
were used by the selected farmers as sources of information about modern agricultural technology. It includes Improved variety, Seed treatment, Fertilizer application, Irrigation & Weed control, Plant protection and marketing. The information regarding technologies were recorded in terms of numbers, percentages & mean of percentage of media used as source of information by each respondent farmer to know information about modern agricultural technologies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The information sources of mass media used by farmers about agricultural technologies is presented in Table-1. It indicates the number & percentage of farmers using mass media as a source of information about various agricultural technologies.

1. Different sources of mass media used by farmers as source of information regarding modern agricultural technologies:

   Table 1 depicts that majority (80.71 %) of farmers were using Television as source of information regarding modern Agricultural technologies followed by Radio listening (67.85 %) & reading News Papers (55 %).

   Table 1. Distribution of farmers according to source of mass media used  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>News Paper</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Radio</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>67.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Television</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>80.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   It is clear from the Table-1 that majority of farmers used Television as source of information about modern Agricultural technologies. Because, in mass media Television is most suitable now a days & it gives full idea about technologies. It is based on learning by listening and seeing.

2) Adoption of modern agricultural technologies (transferred through mass media) by the farmers:

   Table 2 shows mass media used by the farmers as sources of information about modern agricultural technologies & it adoption by them. 140 respondents were interviewed to ascertain their sources of information regarding selected package of practices. It was found that in case of Improved variety 34.28 percent farmers obtained information from Television, followed by 25 per cent from Radio & 11.42 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Seed treatment 39.28 per cent farmers obtained information from Television followed by 17.14 per cent from Radio & 9.28 per cent from News Paper. In case of Fertilizer application 50.71 per cent farmers obtained information from Television, 26.42 per cent from Radio & 12.85 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Irrigation & Weed control 48.57 per cent farmers obtained information from Television, 31.42 per cent from Radio & 10.71 per cent from News Paper. In case of Plant protection 47.85 per cent farmers obtained information from Television followed by 20.71 per cent from Radio & 17.14 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Marketing of the produce 52.14 per cent farmers obtained information per cent farmers obtained information from Television, followed by 25 per cent from Radio & 11.42 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Seed treatment 39.28 per cent farmers obtained information from Television followed by 17.14 per cent from Radio & 9.28 per cent from News Paper. In case of Fertilizer application 50.71 per cent farmers obtained information from Television, 26.42 per cent from Radio & 12.85 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Irrigation & Weed control 48.57 per cent farmers obtained information from Television, 31.42 per cent from Radio & 10.71 per cent from News Paper. In case of Plant protection 47.85 per cent farmers obtained information from Television followed by 20.71 per cent from Radio & 17.14 per cent from News Paper. Regarding Marketing of the produce 52.14 per cent farmers obtained information.
from Television followed by 24.28 per cent from Radio & only 15 per cent used News Papers.

CONCLUSION

From the present study it is concluded that Television (80.71 % farmers) was the most preferred mass medium for getting information about modern agricultural technologies followed by Radio (67.85 % farmers) & News Paper (55 % farmers). Similarly, regarding adoption of various agricultural technologies, Television was most preferred medium (mean percentage 45.47), followed by Radio (mean percentage 26.16) & then News Paper (mean percentage 12.73).
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